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“A true relationship is someone who is willing to wait, support your study and loves you unconditionally.” According to Merriam Webster Dictionary, relationship is a romantic or sexual relationship between two people.

Many Filipino students nowadays have relationship. They are getting involved to different kind of relationship. In one way or another, students are being incautious on making decisions. Because of being immature and absence of parents’ guidance this may conclude to some positive and negative effects.

Positive effects may be in a form of serving as an inspiration and lift student determination to concentrate on their studies to get high grades in school. It may also educate students on how to be responsible, patient and be mature on decision making. On the other hand, negative effects may be in a form in which students will not concentrate to their studies or worst may lead to teenage pregnancy.

Having a relationship is common in teenagers’ life. They started on puppy love and childhood crushes that will turn into dating. A teenager who has no relationship may get motivated from his/her parents, friends and love ones. He/she has full time for studying. They even not worry about lack time in studying. On the other hand, a student who has a relationship has less time with family and has a limited time to study. They need to divide his/her time for studying and dating.
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